
T-61.5040 Oppivat mallit ja menetelmätT-61.5040 Learning Models and MethodsPajunen, ViitaniemiExerises 3, 2.2.2007Problem 1.Assume that you live in New York, a ity with approximately 10 million inhabitants. Al-so assume that the �ngerprint reognition system of the N.Y.P.D. is suh that about 1million di�erent sets of �ngerprints an be distinguished. Assume further that the systempartitions the �ngerprints into equivalene lasses that are roughly of the same size.Now a burglary is ommitted. Assume that exatly one itizen of New York is guiltyof the burglary and leaves his/her �ngerprints at the plae of rime. By a hane the po-lie noties that your �ngerprints math the ones found at the plae of rime. You areaused of the burglary based on the mathing of the �ngerprints only. What is the pro-bability that you are innoent? Assume no other information to be known.(S. Eddy, D. MaKay, Nature: Is the Pope the Pope?, June 27, 1996.)Problem 2.Assume that you are presented with three losed doors. Behind one of them there is aprize waiting for you. You an hoose one of the doors blindly, but not open it.After this, another of the remaining doors is opened. (The door to be opened is hosenso that there is no prize behind that door.)You are now free to hange your hoie of the door if you wish. Should you hange or not?Problem 3.(In this exerise, we will study some basi properties of probability and show that thelak of any of these basi properties results in the �Duth Book�.) Consider a �nite set ofevents A1, . . . , An. Assume that you have invented a new way of representing unertainty.You meet a Bayesian friend and deide to trade bets with him. For simpliity, you deideto trade tikets Ti to bet on event Ai so that the seller of the tiket pays the buyer 1EUR if the event Ai happens, nothing otherwise. The trading proedure is suh that �rstyou trade the tikets, after whih you observe outomes of all the events Ai pratiallysimultaneously.We know that the Bayesian will buy Ti from you for less than p(Ai), and sell Ti to youfor more than p(Ai). You an also bundle together several individual transations. TheBayesian will aept the trade if 1) the net prie he pays is less than the sum of the win-ning probabilities of the tikets he reeives minus the sum of winning probabilities of thetikets he turns over to you, or 2) the net prie he reeives is more than the sum of thewinning probabilities of the tikets he turns over minus the sum of winning probabilitiesof the tikets he reeives.



Whatever your ingenious method, you must have a way of deiding what is the limit prieat whih you buy or sell. Denote this funtion by q(Ai). A Duth Book means a set ofbets whih guarantee that you lose money, whihever the outome.i) Show that violating the axiom that equivalent events have equal probabilities leads toa Duth Book.ii) Show that if the event A1 will happen with probability 1, then q(A1) 6= 1 leads to aDuth Book.iii) Show that violating the sum rule leads to a Duth Book. (The sum rule says that fortwo mutually exlusive but exhaustive events A1 and A2, p(A1) + p(A2) = 1.)Problem 4.Bayesian Inferene involves onditional probabilities and their manipulation. Two usefuliteration formulas are often helpful:E(x) = E(E(x|y)) (1)Var(x) = E(Var(x|y)) + Var(E(x|y)) (2)The �outer� integrals are taken over the distribution p(y) and the �inner� integrals aretaken over the distribution p(x|y).i) Bayesian Inferene proeeds from a prior distribution p(θ) to a posterior distribution
p(θ|D). Use Formula (2) to interpret how the variane of the distribution of θ hanges onaverage when learning from data D.ii) Consider a random variable s =

∑
N

i=1
si, where si are iid variables with Exp(µ)-distribution, and N has a Poisson(λ)-distribution. Calulate the mean and the varianeof s.Reall that if a random variable X ∼ Poisson(λ), we have E(X) = λ and Var(X) = λ.If a random variable Y ∼ Exp(µ), we have E(Y ) = 1/µ and Var(Y ) = 1/µ2.


